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1. Introduction

Recently, concern about Targeted Poverty Alleviation and Financial poverty alleviation has risen in academia and industry. Resolving the current huge financing gap of poverty alleviation requires the participation of financial institutions at all levels, and the use of modern big data technology to launch innovative financial products, thereby improving the efficiency of poverty management. As a new financial model of “industry + finance”, supply chain finance meets the innovative and diverse requirements of financial poverty alleviation [1]. Although the development of supply chain finance is an inherent requirement of “targeted poverty alleviation”, information about how companies implement supply chain finance practices to help “targeted poverty alleviation” is still limited. This study takes Suning as an example and show how innovative measures of supply chain finance are used in the field of “Targeted Poverty Alleviation”.

Despite increasing attention and efforts from scholar to the development of financial poverty alleviation and targeted poverty alleviation, the link between agricultural supply chain finance and targeted poverty alleviation has been neglected.
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Inclusive finance can increase the income of poor farmers by releasing the rural credit constraint mechanism [2]. Some studies believe that the development of rural inclusive finance can further promote economic development and the optimization of broad income distribution, and indirectly achieve the results of income growth and poverty alleviation through the “trickle-down effect” [3]. However, for the internal connection between agricultural supply chain finance and targeted poverty alleviation, in particular, there are relatively few financial supply chain finance tools for e-commerce enterprises supported based on big data platforms.

In recent years, E-commerce giants represented by Alibaba, JD.com and Suning have actively explored rural supply chain financial services and developed various types of financial products to ease the financing constraints of upstream and downstream agricultural enterprises [4]. With the help of its advanced big data technology, E-commerce companies have built financial targeted poverty alleviation platforms to achieve accurate identification of poor households, thereby realizing effective allocation and dynamic supervision of financial poverty alleviation resources. However, there are still little researches on Suning’s agricultural supply chain financial practices. The purpose of this paper is to study how Suning's agricultural supply chain financial solutions can help target poverty alleviation, and apply exploratory single case study methods to solve the following problems:

Question 1: What specific agricultural supply chain finance solutions does Suning use to help targeted poverty alleviation?

Question 2: What are the driving factors affecting Suning’s adoption of agricultural supply chain finance initiatives?

Question 3: How do these agricultural supply chain financial initiatives work?

2. Literature review

2.1. Agricultural supply chain finance and targeted poverty alleviation

The supply chain finance has a natural adaptability to solve such financing problems. Agricultural supply chain finance is also called agricultural industry chain finance, which is essential to explore the issue of financing and rational use of capital from the perspective of agriculture [5]. At present, scholars have conducted in-depth research on agricultural supply chain finance from different perspectives, and have achieved certain achievements.

The agricultural supply chain financial model can be divided into the operating mechanism of upstream suppliers, agricultural product processing enterprises and downstream distributors suitable for agriculture based on different links of the supply chain. The supply chain finance products for the upstream suppliers of the agricultural supply chain are mainly to solve the problem of shortage of funds for upstream farmers [6], including order financing, account receivable financing and warehouse financing, which are suitable for the supply of downstream agricultural distributors [7]. With the vigorous development of artificial intelligence, blockchain, cloud computing and big data, supply chain finance has also ushered in a new stage of fintech promotion, which is reflected in the agricultural supply chain finance field as the main body leading supply chain financial activities no longer limited to agricultural core enterprises, e-commerce platform dominance has become a new model [8].
In the context of China’s vigorous development of inclusive finance, the combination of agricultural supply chain finance and targeted poverty alleviation has deepened the reform of financial services in rural areas. Many studies show the relationship between inclusive financial development and poverty alleviation. Zhu Yiming and others showed that inclusive financial development can effectively reduce poverty by promoting economic growth, but this effect is the heterogeneity of different income groups [9]. Zhang Yan and Wang Xiaozhi believe that in order to ensure the realization of the overall goal of poverty reduction, it is necessary to formulate an overall plan for poverty reduction by e-commerce [10], strengthen infrastructure construction, promote poverty alleviation by e-commerce, and improve the accuracy of targeted poverty reduction.

The rise of big data and financial technology has provided scholars with new research ideas. Yan Fei and others conducted research on financial targeted poverty alleviation from the perspective of big data, and proposed that the use of big data can more effectively explore the root causes of poverty and effectively share financial precision poverty alleviation information[11]. Dong Yufeng and others believe that the key to breaking through the practical difficulties of traditional financial poverty alleviation lies in leveraging the advantages of digital technology to improve risk controllability [12]. The link between big data technology and financial poverty alleviation is gradually becoming a new research trend, Strengthening the application of big data technology has a significant improvement effect in optimizing the digital financial service environment in poor areas.

In recent years, the field of agricultural finance research has continued to develop, especially in developing countries. Although agricultural finance has been studied for decades, the focus is mainly on factors related to its implementation and the importance of economic development or social welfare. Few studies involve technical, economic and social aspects of agricultural finance. Therefore, agricultural finance should be investigated from a complex perspective.

2.2. Stakeholders

Stakeholders are defined as “any group or individual that can influence or be affected by the achievement of organizational goals” [13]. Stakeholder theory arises from how managers can more effectively solve the problems of key stakeholder groups. Managers think of stakeholders based on their views and therefore act as critical interpreters of stakeholder influence [14]. After evaluating which stakeholders are significant, the stakeholder’s management concept then determines how the company’s strategy will be affected.

Internal stakeholders, including investors and employees, are key allies in the success or failure of any company’s strategy. Employees (all kinds) who support the company's environmental goals are more likely to find a job in it and (once there) continue to be employed [15]. They may also express satisfaction or dissatisfaction through direct discussions with company executives or company boards. The dissatisfaction of management and non-management employees can be expressed by terminating employment. External stakeholders include social stakeholders and regulators [16]. The increasing influence of social stakeholders is one of the important considerations in the company’s strategic decision-making [17]. These stakeholders have the ability to mobilize public opinion to support or oppose the company.
stakeholders often use indirect methods to influence company behavior because they lack direct economic interests in the organization.

In this study, when analyzing the motivation of Suning’s implementation of the agricultural supply chain financial solution, based on the theoretical background of stakeholders, it explored the external and internal stakeholders' role in promoting Suning.

3. Research Methodology

Given the exploratory nature of this method, in-depth case study is adopted to investigate the agricultural finance practice of a company and its relationship with targeted poverty alleviation. A case study focuses on the “what” and “how” questions. The in-depth case study is applicable to explore causality and mechanism. In addition, on the basis of a single case study, we need to find the framework of the financial supply chain financial practice of the e-commerce core enterprise, and then test it through multiple case studies.

3.1. Research Framework

A case study initially considers the research questions and framework, so we design a research framework (see Figure 1) to answer our research questions. The adoption of a certain agricultural financial solution is driven by different stakeholders, and the implementation of the agricultural supply chain financial solution requires a guarantee method, which can be regarded as a regulatory variable.

![Figure 1. Research Framework.](image)

3.2. Case Selection

Suning was established in 1990, and after more than 20 years it has developed into a well-deserved giant in China's chain retail industry. In 2004, Suning (stock code 002024) Group Co., Ltd. was listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange, becoming the first home appliance chain enterprise to be listed on the IPO in China. Suning ranked first among the top 100 Chinese chains from 2009 to 2012. Since 2009, the traditional retail industry has been violently impacted by e-commerce, which forced Suning to complete the industrial transformation and upgrade [18]. With its broad and deep offline market foundation, Suning has created a unique ecosystem of "O2O".

In recent years, some leading businesses have successively developed agricultural financial services in China. Among these platforms, Suning has a strong representative for the following reasons. First of all, Suning Finance, as a financial company of Suning, has been sticking to the O2O strategy since its establishment, creating a complete closed-loop financial ecosystem [19]. Suning Finance achieved a transaction
scale of over one trillion in 2018, with more than 70 million active members. Secondly, Suning’s supply chain financial business relies on Suning E-Commerce platform, accumulating massive customer resources of small, medium and micro enterprises, and deeply integrating with the real industry to create supply chain financial products that serve a variety of financing objects. In addition, Suning has been actively exploring the agricultural finance model and implementing the core of “inclusive finance”. In May 2016, the Ministry of Rural Finance was specially established to build a closed-loop agricultural product supply chain of "finance + e-commerce + agricultural production". Suning’s big data platform and advanced technical means accurately identify the targets of poverty alleviation, accurately predict the amount of poverty alleviation, and use financial means to achieve precise poverty alleviation.

3.3. Data Collection

This case study starts with data collection and selects a combination of second-hand data and first-hand data collection. Among them, the first-hand information includes: (1) Face-to-face interviews with senior managers and front-line employees of Suning finance department. The interviews were recorded throughout the interview, and the interview materials were confirmed and updated through WeChat, email and other channels. (2) The research team went to the Suning headquarters to conduct a field survey, conducted random interviews and experienced Suning’s supply chain financial product services. The collection of second-hand materials includes: (1) Use “Suning”, “Suning Agricultural Finance”, “Suning Targeted Poverty Alleviation”, and “Suning Supply Chain Finance” as keywords to search for relevant documents published in CSSCI and core journals from 2009 to 2019; (2) Through Suning’s official website, Suning Financial Research Institute, Suning’s official WeChat public account, and other Suning internal channels; (3) Obtain Suning’s 2009-2019 financial report and social responsibility report through Guotai’an database and wind database.

3.4. Coding and Data Analysis

The data analysis method of this study is data coding and classification, and then to demonstrate the research issues raised. For first-hand materials, interview tapes are transcribed into text materials for easy coding. According to the main issues of the research-the driving factors, specific measures, and benefits of agricultural supply chain financial practices, we analyze the first-hand and second-hand data. Among the driving factors and benefits, we follow the theoretical framework of stakeholders, according to government, investors, customers, employees, and external supervisors are classified.

In order to ensure the reliability of the coding, we adopted the independent coding by the researchers, and then checked it, and finally obtained the data coding of the explanation source that is necessary for the research framework. In order to ensure the reliability of the coding, we adopted the independent coding by the researchers, and then checked it, and finally obtained the data coding of the explanation source that is necessary for the research framework. The specific process is as follows: First, two members of the research team respectively code a second-hand data; Second, the two members discuss and check the content of the differences in the encoded entries in the independent encoding process, and strive to reach agreement opinion; Finally, the other two members of the data research team of the research team will review the coding
results of the second round. If there are still differences in this round, the coding analysis of the differences will be discarded. Finally, in order to ensure that the obtained concepts are highly consistent with the corresponding descriptions, the research team sent the data and preliminary conclusions to Suning, and the final confirmation was made only after confirmation by relevant departments. Table 1 shows the encoding results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Original Quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>External Stakeholders</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>“We will take targeted poverty alleviation as the main line to achieve financial poverty alleviation + e-commerce poverty alleviation + industrial poverty alleviation and technology poverty alleviation.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Farmers</td>
<td>“President Xi has repeatedly emphasized that people’s longing for a better life is our goal of struggle.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Stakeholders</td>
<td>Shareholders</td>
<td>“Suning should promote the integration of online and offline to deepen rural and remote areas, practice social responsibility.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employees</td>
<td>“The weakening of the Internet dividend has transformed the competitive landscape of major e-commerce businesses from online to offline. Financial poverty alleviation is an important measure to maintain the competitive advantages of enterprises.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Society</td>
<td>Promote government “Targeted Poverty Alleviation”</td>
<td>“Suning won the ‘2017 China’s Listed Companies’ Targeted Poverty Alleviation Innovation Case” and became the only winner in the retail industry in this award.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conducive to farmers’ stable production and sustainable operation</td>
<td>“Suning Finance will give full play to its resource advantages, rely on advanced financial technology and rich financial products, provide comprehensive inclusive financial services for the general public and small and medium-sized enterprises in Yichun City, use financial means to promote targeted poverty alleviation, and help the economy of Yichun City. Further development and comprehensive improvement of the quality of life of local citizens.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve corporate social image and social responsibility disclosure</td>
<td>It is reported that Suning Public Welfare has donated more than 1.1 billion yuan in total over the past 27 years. There are also a large number of materials used for public welfare charities. Suning Public Welfare’s love image and social responsibility have been fully demonstrated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Economy</td>
<td>Business expansion and innovation</td>
<td>“After the traditional retailers were shocked and withered by online opponents, Suning returned to the market with a high-profile attitude, to achieve the goal of covering the entire scene online and offline, from cities to counties.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financial nurturing retail business</td>
<td>“Smart retail is rebuilding people, goods and field, but also urgently needs matching financial services. At present, new finance has begun to penetrate into the scene, which has played a catalytic role in the integration of online and offline.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
On the financial track, Suning Finance has fully tapped the resources of the Suning Ecosystem, continuously increasing its penetration rate, and achieving coordinated development. From payment to consumer loans, to extended warranty services, to corporate loan services, Suning Finance can provide one-stop financial solutions for consumers and corporate customers in the Suning ecosystem.

4. Case Study

4.1. Description

Suning has practiced agricultural supply chain finance with specific supply chain financial products as solutions to serve individual farmers and agricultural enterprises.

4.1.1 Model 1: Suning Enterprise Loan

In recent years, Suning Finance has launched Suning Enterprise Loan service for agricultural enterprises (Operation mode was shown in Figure 2). In order to help agricultural enterprises break the capital restrictions, Suning launched the Suning Enterprise Loan at a low rate of interest, and allowed the upstream and downstream of agricultural core enterprises to apply for Suning Enterprise Loan based on their real trade to maintain the operation of the supply chain. Apart from producing products to the order delivery, core enterprises can sell products on Suning E-Commerce Platform, greatly expanding the sales channels. Suning Enterprise Loan solves the financing difficulty caused by information asymmetry between agricultural enterprises and traditional banks. As a bridge of real enterprises, Suning is not only a financial platform, but also a supplier of consumers, which forms a dual agricultural supply chain. Suning Enterprise Loan as a finance service provided by Suning Finance to agricultural enterprises effectively alleviates the capital pressure of prepayment and benefits the production and market of agricultural products from the supply side, fulfilling Targeted Poverty Alleviation.

Figure 2. Suning Enterprise Loan model

4.1.2 Model 2: Suning Agriculture Loan

In practice, farmers and small agricultural firms have minor business scales and low credit records, certainly difficult to apply for loans from traditional financial
institutions such as banks[20]. In August 2016, Suning Finance announced to cooperate with Agricultural Installment to launch Suning Agriculture Loan which’s operation mode is presented in Figure 3. Agricultural Installment, an installment especially serving the rural market, has set up more than 150 county-level offline branches, whose business covers more than 10000 surrounding villages and towns, serving more than 350,000 farmers in the country. As an important practice of O2O mode, the alliance between Suning Finance and Agricultural Installment is actually the combination of advanced technology and a powerful database. At present, the weekly amount of Suning Agriculture Loan for farmers is more than 8 million Yuan, while the total loan has reached 500 million yuan. It is estimated that about 1 billion yuan of agricultural loans will be invested in the national market in various ways within 2-3 years. Suning Agriculture Loan is an important way for Suning Finance to enter the rural financial market with the help of the third-party platform.

4.1.3 Model 3: Suning Willful Pay

In addition to providing financial support at the supply side to maintain stable agricultural production, Suning Finance also pays attention to the layout of the consumer side in the strategic blueprint of rural finance. In order to improve the standard of consumption of farmers, Suning Willful Pay help farmers meet the daily consumption demand by providing micro-credit. (See Figure 4) Through micro-credit, farmers can spend on Suning E-Commerce in the current month and pay bills without interest next month. The payment can be finished in one, three, six or twelve months with a monthly interest rate of 0.9%. Undoubtedly, Suning Willful Pay is an important practice for Suning Finance to realize inclusive finance in rural areas. Farmers are encouraged to use Suning Finance payment product "YIFUBAO" for consumption, so that the both closed-loop payment and closed-loop consumption have achieved. Besides, credit risks have been mitigated for the connection to The People's Bank of China.
4.1.4 Model 4: Suning Willful Loan

Ordinarily, farmers are evaluated as low-quality customers without repayment ability and deposit by traditional financial institutions such as banks so it is hard for them to apply for bank loans [21]. Suning is committed to providing farmers with comprehensive financial services in the whole product chain, such as credit loans and cash loans. At present, Suning Finance has promoted Suning Willful Loan, a personal loan product for farmers to pay offline with cash. Suning Willful Loan allows all farmers to have a certain amount of loans according to their credit level and repayment records, and its operation mode is illustrated in Figure 5. As a kind of small loan, Suning Willful Loan makes it possible for the borrower to achieve a cash loan after a successful application. Furthermore, Suning Finance Big Data has built a real-time risk monitoring system, relying on abundant resources online and offline to let farmers approach offline consumption.

![Figure 5 Suning Willful Loan](image)

4.2. Case Analysis

4.2.1 Classification of Agricultural Supply Chain Finance

For further understanding, we classify and summarize above four patterns according to types of financial products and customers and then provide practical solutions for rural customers. Suning Finance divides its rural customers into the supply side and demand side based on demand and form of funding [22]. While the supply side needs financial support to expand their production, processing, packaging, market and other businesses, the demand side wants to carry out daily expenses. Depend on whether to grant credit loans or cash directly, this classification corresponds to the four financial products launched by Suning Finance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of Customer</th>
<th>Types of Financial Products</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demand side</td>
<td>Suning Enterprise Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suning Agriculture Loan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply side</td>
<td>Suning Willful Pay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suning Willful Loan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2 The Motivation of Solutions for Agricultural Supply Chain Finance

(1) External Stakeholders-Government
In September 2018, the CPC Central Committee and the State Council issued The Strategic Plan for Rural Revitalization (2018-2022), which made specific arrangements for the first five-year implementation of the Rural Revitalization Strategy. It proposed to increase financial support for agriculture, improve the rural financial system and allocate more financial resources to the key areas and weak links of rural economic development to fulfill the diversified financial needs of Rural Revitalization Strategy. So far, supports have been offered in various aspects to assist the development of rural Internet finance [23]. In 2017, regarding to rural finance, Document NO.1 of the Central Government encouraged financial institutions to actively utilize Internet technology and provided financial services such as small loans, settlement, and insurance for agriculture. Other typical documents and measures are followed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Documents</th>
<th>Main Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Opinions on Pushing Forward the Structural Reform of Agricultural Supply Side and Accelerating the Cultivation of New Driving Forces for Rural Development.</td>
<td>Focusing on the &quot;Agricultural Supply Side Structural Reform&quot;, we should start from the supply side and make efforts in the innovation of system and mechanism, so as to fundamentally solve the most prominent structural and institutional contradictions in agriculture.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Central Finance Supports Rural Financial Reform and Development</td>
<td>We will continue to improve and optimize policies and measures to better support the healthy development of rural finance. Therefore, considering relevant policies, we should take advantage of existing policies and combine the needs of rural financial reform and development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) External Stakeholders- Agricultural Practitioners and Rural Consumers

In China's rural areas, the financial supply and demand gap for agriculture, rural areas, and farmers is more than 3 trillion Yuan. What's more, 56.8% of the farmers are in financial strain and 69.6% of them find it hard to get loans. However, the satisfaction rate of credit demand of farmers and agricultural production in China is only 27.6% and 28.5% respectively. Especially in recent years, with the decrease of small farmers, new types of agricultural operation entities such as professional large-scale households and family farms are emerging gradually [24]. To satisfy such a huge demand, Suning as a profit-oriented enterprise has extended its financial business to the most basic level in rural areas, hoping to release the huge potential of the rural market. As a pioneer in O2O mode, great efforts have been made to explore solutions suitable for local rural finance and its own development. Suning agricultural supply chain financial products generate strong power for integrating rural scattered capital and enriching the product structure of the rural financial market.

(3) External Stakeholders- Competitors

Meanwhile, as leading enterprises in e-commerce, Ali's agricultural finance provides two different forms of agricultural financial solutions for individual farmers and agricultural enterprises. Namely, micro credit and micro mortgage for individual farmers. Based on agricultural enterprise needs and uses of financial resources, Ali proposed supply chain and industry model, OAO Credit model for them. Ali's thorough closed-loop financial ecology enables it to create a variety of profit models in the field of agricultural finance, which helps agricultural production and farmers get rid of poverty [25]. On the other hand, JD.com has been pushing the business of agricultural finance and releasing JD.com Agriculture Loan and JD.com Breeding Loan. JD.com
Agriculture Loan is characterized as low interest, no mortgage and fast aiming at the problems that poor farmers lack of mortgage assets and simplification of loan procedure. JD.com Breeding Loan which is jointly developed by JD.com and China United Property Insurance Company launched "small loan, insurance and e-commerce" business model [26]. The rural supply chain finance strategy of Ali and JD.com forces Suning E-Commerce to develop rural financial business and further improve the closed-loop ecology of supply chain finance, in conclusion, achieving sustainable development.

(4) Internal Stakeholders- Shareholders

Since the duty of the company is to make profits, financial affairs must be taken into consideration in the decision. Even though enormous capital is need, financial business in rural areas as “Blue Ocean” attracts investment from e-commerce giant represented by Suning, relying on its layout in rural offline e-commerce and the analysis of online behavioral data to carry out comprehensive financial business [27].

As the financial service system of "Agriculture, Rural Areas and Farmers" has been established, the great potential was found in the rural financial market due to the capital need. While Suning started the Internet transformation, its business gradually forms the whole market level to online and offline integration. Suning Square, Suning Convenience Store, Suning Lingshouyundian, Suning Jiwu, and Suning Fresh, have been built to fully meet the diversified consumption demands of different levels of users. Obviously, the expansion of business needs sufficient financial support and that is why Suning has to take advantage of the development of financial business in order to maintain the rapid growth of future revenue and seize the opportunity of development. In addition, it is also the response to the needs of the rural market. To sum up, Suning has enough power to provide flexible products and services for different types of rural customers, which may be a perfect chance for Suning to further integrate the whole industrial chain and build an ideal financial ecosystem.

(5) Internal Stakeholders- Employees

Rational employees have found great potential in the rural market in a long-term perspective. Either decision-makers or executors in Suning E-Commerce have common goals that take advantage of achievement in the rural financial market to develop Suning smart retail. Besides, employees need a company with social responsibility to fulfill their personal value and social value and that is why Suning E-Commerce has always been proactively playing its role in Targeted Poverty Alleviation. Oriented by rural inclusive finance, Suning E-Commerce broadens financial services in rural areas, small enterprises, and real enterprises and finally establishes four directions of financial poverty alleviation which are finance, e-commerce, industry, and science [28]. Suning employees approve their own enterprise, which is also a major power for Suning to steadily promote rural financial supply chain strategy. As the slogan goes: “Work hard and keep working for Poverty Alleviation Battle.”

Accordingly, we propose the following proposition:

Proposition 1: Internal and external stakeholders may encourage companies to adopt agricultural supply chain finance measures.

4.2.3 The Result of Solutions for Agricultural Supply Chain Finance

(1) Social Performance

Recently, Targeted Poverty Alleviation is becoming an important social issue. With the advantages of resources and technology, Suning rural supply chain finance
project provides a new solution for the development of the rural market. While implement of the O2O business model in the rural market has greatly promoted rural employment, consumption, and production. Traditional finance services have hindered farmers from applying for funds, customized financial products and services have provided solutions for leading agricultural enterprises, small and medium-sized agricultural enterprises or individual farmers against funds shortage. Suning Finance has built a real inclusive financial system in rural areas, unblocked credit and loan channels, and realized Targeted Poverty Alleviation [29].

In 2017, Suning E-Commerce was honored as "2017 innovation case of Targeted Poverty Alleviation among listed companies", which further proves that Suning Targeted Poverty Alleviation has been highly recognized by the industry and society. The honor has improved its social reputation and business image, too.

(2) Economic Performance
E-commerce giants, Ali and JD.com have already turned their attention to rural areas and agriculture, forming a new wave of rural finance driven by e-commerce. Therefore, Suning Finance adopts agricultural supply chain finance to improve market competitiveness. First of all, the development of agricultural supply chain finance has facilitated Suning's business expansion and profit growth. The information of agricultural enterprises expands the Suning user database, which lays a foundation for behavior analysis by means of financial technology and big data, also conducive to Suning's long-term cooperation with leading agricultural enterprises. In the second place, developing the sales channels on Suning platforms online for agricultural products may increase active users of Suning E-Commerce. Finally, financial practice on consuming side end makes Suning crack the hard nut and increase subscriber numbers. Suning Finance offering credit loans and cash loans to individual users has greatly increased desire to consume and at the same time boost sales. Since the interest rate for providing financial services is also an important profit source of Suning, "YIFUBAO" expanded Suning Finance business from payment transaction to credit service, which enhanced the user loyalty and improved the financial closed-loop ecology.

Thus, we state proposition 2a and 2b as follows:
Proposition 2a: Measures of Agricultural finance supply chain enable companies to achieve their social benefits.
Proposition 2b: Measures of Agricultural finance supply chain enable companies to realize their economic benefits.

4.2.4 The Influence of Moderator on the Practice of Agricultural Supply Chain Finance
(1) Support from Big Data Technology
Since the big data technology is a major factor for the steady progress of agricultural supply chain finance, Suning E-Commerce has invested a lot in advanced technologies such as big data, cloud computing, face recognition, artificial intelligence, etc. Finance and science technology are closely inseparable. Big data and cloud computing make it possible to calculate and evaluate personal credit levels while rural financial credit service is incomplete [30].

In our interview, Suning manager emphasized the importance of big data, which is used to provide financial solutions. Artificial intelligence technology based on big data may reduce labor cost, meanwhile, big data technology helps to complete rural personal credit information and confirms user information [31]. Platform data and credit model
is a typical service supported by big data and data mining technology of the cloud retail financing platform. On the other hand, it makes financial services more convenient and enables the financing platform to make real-time and intelligent.

For financial service providers, the outstanding contribution of big data technology is also reflected in the aspect of risk control. By using advanced risk management systems, the financial services in rural areas can be strongly supervised and the cost can be cut. The risk management system uses multi-dimensional data to control the whole process of supply chain financial services[32]. For companies practicing supply chain financial measures, it is possible to control capital flow and financial settlement if they have established pay channels.

Hence, we propositioned that:

Proposition 3: Advanced big data technology makes it possible for agricultural supply chain finance to help Targeted Poverty Alleviation.

(2) Support from Partners

Apparently, agricultural supply chain finance needs close cooperation among all participants in the supply chain to improve the sustainability of the whole supply chain just as Suning E-Commerce did to cooperate with other enterprises and platforms, such as financial institutions, large agricultural manufacturers and other large retailers. In rural areas of developing countries where credit systems are particularly imperfect, it is difficult to provide assistance to farmers. To collect their offline credit records, Suning cooperates with other entities, such as traditional insurance companies and non-profit organizations [33]. Suning E-Commerce also cooperated with Agricultural Installment to provide loans to scattered farmers outside their database, and this cooperation improves the inclusiveness of financial services and reduce the risk of incomplete credit information. Since Agricultural Installment has vast and extensive information network of offline individuals and small enterprises who need financial assistance and it solves information asymmetry. Cooperation between Suning and Agricultural Installment takes advantage of OAO mode, reduced the loan risk, provides financial services for farmers and facilitates the management of offline information. In short, the application of agricultural supply chain finance emphasizes the importance of cooperation between providers and other entities, breaks the information asymmetry, improves the accuracy of Targeted Poverty Alleviation, and further realizes Targeted Poverty Alleviation, so as to increase inclusiveness and reduce risks.

In the light of the preceding analysis, it is propositioned that:

Proposition 4: Through cooperation with partners, agricultural supply chain finance may help Targeted Poverty Alleviation.

5. Conclusion

This article has conducted an in-depth case study of Suning’s practice in agricultural supply chain finance to demonstrate Suning’s outstanding contribution to “Targeted Poverty Alleviation” and the application prospects of supply finance. This paper's contribution to the promotion of agricultural supply chain finance to help targeted poverty alleviation lies in the following aspects. First, this article establishes a link between agricultural supply chain finance and “Targeted Poverty Alleviation”. From the perspective of stakeholders, it proves how Suning is promoted by internal and external stakeholders and provides a comprehensive agricultural supply chain financial
solution to help “Targeted Poverty Alleviation” and how these supply chain financial solutions create social and economic benefits for enterprises.

Secondly, by analyzing Suning’s four major agricultural supply chain financial models, and classifying the solutions that act on different objects, the financial services are divided from the demand side and the supply side, providing a strong practice for other companies to implement financial services for poverty alleviation.

Finally, we use the example of Suning agricultural supply chain finance practices to prove that big data technology is indispensable for the development of online supply chain finance services. Since advanced technology methods and big data platforms are the important reasons for Suning’s outstanding achievements, big data technology can reduce financial risks and improve service efficiency [34]. Cooperation with other partners provides a real data source for agricultural supply chain finance to help Targeted Poverty Alleviation and promotes the realization of poverty alleviation. In addition, the case selected in this study is an e-commerce enterprise that carries out online supply chain financial services, not a traditional financial institution, which also broadens the research perspective [35].

Although this study sheds new light on supply chain finance and Targeted Poverty Alleviation, several limitations may be addressed in future research. The single case study method is rich and deep, but it lacks universality. Taking Suning as the research sample, the reference significance for other countries is relatively low. In addition, only two moderators are considered in this study, while other possible factors may be ignored. The future research can adopt multi-case study method and consider other moderators. Furthermore, the contribution of this research is exploratory, so future research may apply empirical research to measure the benefits and cost of different agricultural financial solutions at enterprise and supply chain levels.
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